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Interaction potential of microparticles in a plasma: Role of collisions with plasma particles

S. A. Khrapak,* A. V. Ivlev, and G. Morfill
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Extraterrestrische Physik, D-85740 Garching, Germany

~Received 29 May 2001; published 21 September 2001!

The interaction potential of two charged microparticles in a plasma is studied. Violation of the plasma
equilibrium around the dust particles due to plasma-particle inelastic collisions results in three effects: long-
range~non-Yukawa! electrostatic repulsion, attraction due to ion shadowing, and attraction or repulsion due to
neutral shadowing~depending on the sign of the temperature difference between the particle surface and
neutral gas!. An analytical expression for the total potential is obtained and compared with previous theoretical
results. The relative contribution of these effects is studied in two limiting cases—an isotropic bulk plasma and
the plasma sheath region. The results obtained are compared with existing experimental results on pair particle
interaction. The possibility of the so-called dust molecule formation is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A complex ~dusty! plasma is an ionized gas containin
small solid or liquid particles. The particles can grow in t
plasma due to various processes, or they can be introd
into the plasma externally. Particles can acquire large elec
charge due to electron and ion collection and sometimes
to electron emission@1#. In the absence of emission, th
equilibrium charge of a particle is negative and is determin
by the balance of the plasma fluxes on its surface. In ac
dance with the so-called orbit motion limited~OML! model,
the dimensionless surface potential of a spherical particl
an isotropic plasma,z5uZdue2/aTe (Zd,0 is the particle
charge number,a is the particle radius, andTe is the electron
temperature!, depends on two parameters only—the electr
to-ion temperature and mass ratiost5Te /Ti and m
5me /mi ~provided the electron and ion number densities
equal! @1,2#. The corresponding flux balance equation
exp(2z)5Am/t(11zt). Figure 1 showsz for different gases
and different values of the temperature ratio. Note that i
flowing plasma the particle charge is a rather complica
function of the plasma drift velocity@3#.

The interaction potential between microparticles is one
the most interesting issues in the physics of complex p
mas. This question is not only of fundamental interest bu
also important for interpretation of recent plasma crystal
periments @4–9#. An isotropic screened Coulomb~or
Yukawa! potentialU(r )}exp(2r/lD)/r is normally used in
analogy with charged colloidal suspensions. For an isotro
plasma, the screening length islD5(lDe

221lDi
22)21/2, where

lDe( i )5(4pe2ne( i ) /Te( i ))
21/2 is the electron~ion! Debye ra-

dius andTe( i ) andne( i ) are the electron~ion! temperature and
number density, respectively. The screened Coulomb po
tial is derived from the linearized Poisson equation assum
that electrons and ions have equilibrium~Boltzmann! distri-
butions around the grain. This approach is reasonable
colloidal suspensions but generally is not correct for co
plex plasmas for the following reason: There exists conti
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ous exchange of matter and/or energy between micro
ticles and the surrounding plasma, i.e., the particles play
role of a sink for a plasma—electrons and ions are absor
on the particle surface~where they recombine!. Therefore,
plasma equilibrium is violated in the vicinity of a particl
due to absorption, and the electrostatic potential atr @lD is
not of Yukawa type but has a different long-rang
asymptotic,U(r )}r 22 @10#. Another consequence of th
equilibrium violation is the existence of an attractive inte
action between two particles proposed by Tsytovichet al.
@2,11#: The anisotropy of the plasma flux striking one pa
ticle, due to plasma absorption by another particle, result
attraction between the particles. A similar mechanism of
traction ~repulsion! is also possible because of neutral sc
tering, if the particle surface temperature is lower~higher!
than the neutral gas temperature@12#. These forces are often
referred to as the ‘‘shadowing forces,’’ and the correspo
ing ‘‘shadowing’’ pair potential has anr 21 dependence.
Hence, at large distances the shadowing interaction m
overcome the long-range electrostatic interaction (}r 22).
The effective lengths of the long-range electrostatic inter
tion as well as of the shadowing interaction are determin

,

FIG. 1. Dimensionless surface potential of a microparticlez
5e2uZdu/aTe , versus the ion mass~gas type! for different values of
the electron-to-ion temperature ratiot5Te /Ti : 1 (s), 10 (n), and
102 (L).
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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by the spatial scale of the ion~neutral! Maxwellization—the
mean free path of ion-neutrall i ~neutral-neutrall n) colli-
sions. Atr * l i (r * l n) the ion~neutral! distribution becomes
isotropic and the shadow forces vanish. Typically,l i; l n are
much larger thanlD .

Note that ground-based experiments are normally p
formed in the region of the plasma sheath, where a str
vertical electric force on the charged particle balances g
ity and allows particle suspension. The ions in the she
drift toward the electrode with a velocity much higher th
their thermal velocity. This makes the interparticle intera
tion strongly anisotropic and can lead to the appearanc
conelike vertical potential structures around the particle
the so-called wakes@13#. In addition, the particle polariza
tion can be important in some cases@14#. However, in the
~horizontal! direction, perpendicular to the ion flow, the pa
ticle potential was measured to be of the Yukawa type~at
least atr &3lD , with lD;lDe! @15–17#.

In this paper we focus on the interaction between mic
grains, in particular, the effects caused by absorption~and/or
scattering! of plasma particles. We investigate the depe
dence of the interaction potential on parameters of comp
plasmas in the range typical for recent experiments. Con
butions by the three effects discussed above are consid
long-range electrostatic interaction, attraction due to
shadowing effect associated with electrons and ions, and
shadowing effect associated with neutrals. We investig
the relative magnitude of these effects in two limitin
cases—an isotropic bulk plasma and the plasma sheath—
show the range of the plasma parameters where the sha
ing interaction can be important. The possibility of ‘‘du
molecule’’ formation is also discussed.

II. LONG-RANGE INTERACTION POTENTIAL

Usually the particle size is much smaller than the scre
ing length,a!lD , and in turnlD is much smaller than the
ion mean free path,lD! l i ~these are also conditions whe
the OML theory is applicable!. In the following we consider
the pair interaction potentialU(r ) in the rangelD!r ! l i for
electrostatic, ion shadowing, and neutral shadowing forc

A. Electrostatic potential

The approach proposed recently by Tsytovichet al. @2,11#
to calculate the electrostatic potential around a spher
grain and the shadowing force between grains is based on
representation of the ion distribution function at a distancr
from the particle in the form

f i~v!5H f 0~v !, u.u*
0, u<u* ,

~1!

where f 0(v) is a Maxwellian distribution function andu is
the angle betweenv and r . The angleu* defines the solid
angle in the velocity space where the ions~moving from the
particle! are absent due to absorption. At large distan
from the particle the angleu* is small and can be determine
using the OML approach,
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a2

r 2 S 11
2eufsu

miv
2 D , ~2!

wherefs is the surface potential of a particle; for vacuu
capacitance (a!lD) we haveufsu5uZdue/a. Then the elec-
trostatic potential around the particle at large distancer
@aAzt and r *lDln(lD /a) can be written as@2,10,11#

ef~r !

Te
.2

112zt

4~11t!

a2

r 2
. ~3!

@Note that the dependencef(r )}r 22 at large distances from
the absorbing body in a plasma is well known from pro
theories@10#.# The potential energy of electrostatic intera
tion between two grains can then be written as

Uel~r !5Zdef~r !. ~4!

B. Ion shadowing potential

Absorption of plasma on microparticles leads to a lon
range attraction force: The absorption on one parti
changes the plasma flux on the neighboring particle~making
it anisotropic!, and vice versa. This leads to an attractive dr
force. ~Note that electrons essentially do not contribute
this shadowing force, because their mass is much sma
than that of the ions.! The effective length of the ion shad
owing interaction is determined by the mean free path
ions. The attractive force can be calculated as follows:

Fi5miE vvs id~v ! f i~v!dv, ~5!

wheres id represents the effective cross section of the io
particle collisions. It consists of two parts: direct nonelas
collisions ~ion collection by the particle surface! and elastic
Coulomb scattering of ions in the particle field. Integrati
with the OML collection cross section@2,11# and Coulomb
scattering cross section@18# one gets the following result fo
the ion shadowing force:

Fi~r !52Ap~x11x2!
niTia

4

r 2
, ~6!

with

x152E
y1

`

~y21zt!2 exp~2y2!dy, ~7!

x25z2t2E
y2

`

~11zt/y2!exp~2y2!ln Ldy. ~8!

The lower limits of integration are

y15aAzt/r , ~9!

y25aAzt/lD , ~10!

and the argument of the logarithm in Eq.~8! is
3-2
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L5
4y4lD

2 /a21z2t2

~2y21zt!2
. ~11!

The termx1 represents the contribution of the ion collectio
The lower limit of integration in Eq.~7! represents the nec
essary condition sinu*,1. It implies that the approach~1!
and ~2! is valid ~for the calculation of the ion shadowing!
when the influence ofy1 is negligible in Eq.~7!, i.e., when
y1!1. This impliesr @aAzt, and the resulting expressio
for x1 is

x1.Ap~3/41zt1z2t2!. ~12!

@Note that the expression for the electrostatic potential~3!
has the same limitation onr.# The termx2 represents elastic
Coulomb scattering. In deriving Eq.~8! integration over the
ion impact parameter was performed. The lower limit of
tegration was set equal to the maximum impact~collection!
parameter for ion absorption,bc(v)5a(112eufsu/miv

2)1/2;
for the upper limit the cutoff atlD was used. Then, after th
final integration over the velocity distribution we get th
limit ~10!. It is noteworthy that the lower limit of integration
in Eq. ~8! can never be set equal to zero, becauseL,1 @see
Eq. ~11!# and the Coulomb logarithm is negative for 0,y
,y2.

Thus, the potential energy of interaction associated w
the ion shadowing effect can be written finally as

Ui~r !52Ap~x11x2!
niTia

4

r
. ~13!

The results obtained here differ from those in Refs.@2,19#: an
additional factor (11zt/y2)1/2 appears in the integral in Eq
~3.32! of Ref. @2# when calculating the shadowing force a
sociated with direct ion bombardment~collection!. Because
of this factor the integral diverges logarithmically aty→0
~therefore, the integration starts fromy1 in @2#!, and the re-
sulting force is overestimated by;Azt. Lampeet al. @19#
considered only the effect associated with ion collecti
Their results@Eq. ~A4!# are functionally identical to ours
@Eq. ~12! here#; the only difference is an additional numer
cal factor 3/(2p). We believe that this is due to a misprint
Ref. @19#.

C. Neutral shadowing potential

The temperature of the particle surface is determined
the balance of various processes, such as radiative coo
exchange of energy with neutral atoms and molecules,
recombination of electrons and ions on the surface. When
surface temperature is different from the temperature of
surrounding neutral gas there exists a net flux of energy
momentum between gas and particles. Hence, if two p
ticles are located sufficiently close to each other~distance
less than the mean free path of neutrals,r & l n), an anisot-
ropy in momentum fluxes on the particles will also exer
shadowing force between them as suggested by Tsyto
04640
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et al. @12#. Sincel n usually exceedsl i , the kinetic approach
can be used to calculate the neutral shadowing forcer
! l i . The result is@12#

Fn~r !5
3p

4
~ATs/Tn21!

nnTna4

r 2
, ~14!

where nn and Tn are the neutral gas number density a
temperature, respectively, andTs is the particle surface tem
perature. If the surface temperature is smaller than the
rounding gas temperature the interaction is attractive; in
opposite case it is repulsive. AssumingTs5Tn1DT and
uDTu!Tn , the expression for the corresponding potential e
ergy of interaction may be rewritten as

Un~r !5
3p

8

nnDTa4

r
. ~15!

Note thatUn(r ) andUi(r ) have the same long-range scalin
proportional tor 21.

III. COMPARISON OF ION AND NEUTRAL SHADOWING

The ion shadowing is always attractive@see Eq.~13!#,
whereas the sign of the neutral shadowing~15! is determined
by the difference of the particle surface temperature and
neutral gas temperature,DT. The value ofDT depends on
the competition of radiative cooling and plasma heating r
due to electron and ion recombination on the particle surfa
For particular plasma parameters@20# the ratio DT/T was
shown experimentally to be about10.2, i.e., in this experi-
ment the particle surface temperature was higher than
background gas temperature. A heat transfer model was
posed to interpret these results, but a few important par
eters~such as particle emissivity and absorptivity! are only
known within an order of magnitude.

It is useful to estimate the value ofuDTu that is necessary
for the neutral shadowing to exceed the ion shadowi
Since Uel(r )}a3/r 2 and Ui(r ),Un(r )}a4/r @see Eqs.~3!,
~4!, ~13!, and ~15!#, it is reasonable to consider the case
sufficiently large particles, when the shadowing interact
can be relatively strong compared to the electrostatic re
sion. Assuminga*lD /Azt ~note that typicallyz;1 –3, t
;102, andlD.lDi), we havey2*1 and thus the contribu
tion from Coulomb elastic collisions to the ion shadowin
effect can be neglected@see Eq.~8!#. Then from Eqs.~7!,
~12!, ~13!, and~15! we get

uUi~r !/Un~r !u.
8

3

niTi

nnTn

z2t2

uDT/Tnu
. ~16!

For Ti;Tn the neutral shadowing dominates when

uDT/Tnu*
8

3
a iz

2t2, ~17!

wherea i5ni /nn is the ionization fraction. In typical labora
tory experiments the ionization fraction is very low,a i
;1026–1027. Therefore, neutral shadowing becomes mo
3-3
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important than ion shadowing when the relative tempera
difference is still quite small,uDT/Tnu;331023–331022.
This shows that for the usual experimental conditions a te
perature difference of a few degrees is sufficient for neu
shadowing to dominate.

IV. SHADOWING EFFECTS IN THE BULK PLASMA

In the bulk ~isotropic! plasma the potential energy of
pair interaction is a combination of three effects: electrost
repulsion and ion and neutral shadowing:US(r )5Uel(r )
1Ui(r )1Un(r ). For simplicity we restrict ourselves to con
sideration of two limiting cases:~i! DT50 ~ion shadowing
dominates!, and ~ii ! DTÞ0 with condition ~17! satisfied
~neutral shadowing dominates!. In both cases the long-rang
interaction potential atr @lD can be written in the form

US~r !.
A

r 2
1

B

r
. ~18!

~At smaller distances particles interact via a screened C
lomb potential withlD.lDi .) Of most interest is the situa
tion with B,0 @this is always satisfied in case~i!, and is
satisfied in case~ii ! if DT,0#. Then potential~18! exhibits
attraction at large distances and repulsion at smaller
tances. A typical profile of the resulting potential is shown
Fig. 2. The position of the potential minimumr min ~deter-
mined by the condition]US /]r ur min

50) and the depth of the

potential welluUminu5uU(rmin)u can be directly related to th
plasma parameters. From Eq.~18! we deriver min52A/(2B)
and uUminu5B2/4A, whereA is given by Eq.~4! and B by
Eqs.~13! @case~i!# or ~15! @case~ii !#. We can again substan
tially simplify the final results by considering sufficientl
large particles,a*lD /Azt ~so thatx2.0) and taking into
account thatzt@1. Then the approximate expressions forA
andB are

FIG. 2. Typical profile of potential energyUS of the pair par-
ticle interaction including the shadowing attraction~normalized to
the depth of the potential welluUmaxu), versus interparticle distanc
r ~normalized to the position of the minimumr min). The interaction
is attractive at large distances due to the shadowing interac
US}2r 21, and is repulsive at smaller distances due to electrost
interaction,US}r 22.
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zuZduTea

2, ~19!

B.H 2pz2t2niTia
4, case ~ i!

3p

8
nnDTa4, case ~ ii !

~20!

and the parameters of the potential well are

r min.4
lDi

2

a
,

uUminu.
1

32

ztuZdua4

lDi
4

Ti , case ~ i!, ~21!

r min.
8

3p

ztTn

nnuDTua2
,

uUminu.
9p2

128

~nna3!2

ztuZdu
~DT!2

Tn
, case ~ ii !. ~22!

If DT.0, thenUS(r ) is monotonic~repulsive! and expres-
sion ~22! for r min indicates the approximate distance whe
the repulsion due to neutral shadowing becomes stron
than electrostatic repulsion.

V. SHADOWING EFFECTS IN THE SHEATH REGION

In accordance with the experiments conducted so
@15,17# we restrict ourselves to the potential in the directi
perpendicular to the ion flow. We also neglect effects
particle polarization@14# ~which are more important for
small distances and, e.g., particle agglomeration.!

In the sheath region ions are accelerated by a strong
tical electric field and their drift velocity is comparable to th
ion acoustic velocitycs5ATe /mi@vTi

5ATi /mi . Therefore,
ions do not participate very much in the screening of parti
charge, and also the ion shadowing effect is weak. Con
quently, the electrostatic interaction is then described
terms of a screened Coulomb potential withlD;lDe . The
neutral shadowing potential is given by Eq.~15!. If DT,0
the neutral shadowing is attractive, and the parameters o
potential well are

r min.lDe lnF Zd
2e2

nna4uDTu
G , ~23!

uUminu;
nna4

lDe
uDTu.

For DT.0, we get long-range repulsion. The distance
which the neutral shadowing dominates is determined by
approximate condition~23! for r min , as mentioned earlier.

Note that Eq.~15! for the neutral shadowing potential i
valid for anyr ! l n . Therefore we can evaluate the conditio
when the neutral shadowing~repulsive or attractive! domi-

n,
ic
3-4
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nates over the electrostatic interaction even atr &lDe . For
these distances,Uel(r ).e2Zd

2/r and the condition isuDTu
*Zd

2e2/(nna4). This inequality is more easily satisfied fo
larger particles (Zd}a and thus the criticaluDTu decreases
with the particle size}a22). For instance, fora;10 mm
(Zd;33104) and nn;1015 cm23 the necessary tempera
ture difference isuDTu*331022 eV, i.e., of the order of
room temperature.

Recent ‘‘collision’’ experiments of Konopkaet al. @17#
show that experimental data on the horizontal particle in
action in the sheath can be fitted quite precisely to a scree
Coulomb potential. Parameters of the experiments ara
54.5 mm, Zd.1.53104, Tn.331022 eV, nn.7
31014 cm23 (p52.7 Pa), andlDe.0.5 mm. The poten-
tial was measured in the ranger &3lDe . The result implies
that neutral shadowing might be important only atr *3lDe
for these conditions. Then the inequalityr min*3lDe must be
satisfied, i.e., the temperature difference should be s
ciently small. Using expression~23! for r min we get
uDT/Tnu&0.3 for this particular experiment, which seems
be reasonable.

VI. POSSIBLE FORMATION OF DUST MOLECULES

The existence of a long-range attraction, caused eithe
ion or neutral shadowing effects, makes the formation o
dust molecule possible~an association of two or more pa
ticles coupled by long-range attraction! @2#. Two necessary
conditions are

uUminu*Td , ~24!

r min&$ l i ,l n%. ~25!

Condition ~24! requires that the mean kinetic energy~tem-
perature! of the particlesTd must be smaller than the dep
of the potential well due to the shadowing effects. Since
effective range of the shadowing interaction is determined
the mean free path of ionsl i ~when ion shadowing domi
nates! or neutrals,l n ~when neutral shadowing dominates!,
the minimum position of the potential well must satisfy co
dition ~25! ~otherwise, the potential well does not exist
all!.

Massive micrograins are efficiently cooled by neutral g
Therefore, it is usually assumed that the particle kinetic
ergy can be characterized by the neutral gas temperaturTd
;Tn;Ti . However, there may also be ‘‘anomalous’’ pa
ticle heating~where the particle kinetic energy substantia
exceeds the temperature of the neutrals and sometimes
the electron temperature!, which was observed in many ex
periments in the plasma sheath@16,21,22#. Several theoreti-
cal interpretations of these observations have been propo
e.g., energy supply by collective effects in the presence
supersonic ion flow@22–24#, dependence of the particl
charge on spatial coordinates@25#, charge and plasma ran
dom fluctuations@26–28#, etc. However, it is not yet clear i
the anomalous heating exists only in strongly coupled s
tems, or if it works also for individual particles or pair
Additional experimental and theoretical investigations
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needed to study this phenomenon. It is also unknown if th
are similar effects in the bulk plasma.

With these uncertainties in mind, we use condition~24!
with Td;Tn;Ti to investigate the possibility of dust mo
ecule formation in thebulk plasma, and we treat it as a
necessary condition rather than as a sufficient one. The
rameters of the potential well,uUminu and r min , are given by
Eqs.~21! ~ion shadowing! and ~22! ~neutral shadowing!.

In order to obtain the plasma/particle parameter ran
where dust molecule formation is possible we introduce
ion ~neutral! mean free path asl i (n)

21 .s in(nn)nn . The follow-
ing plasma parameters are used for the numerical res
Argon plasma with neutrals and ions at room temperatu
Ti5Tn.331022 eV, electron-to-ion temperature ratiot
5100, z.2.4 ~according to Fig. 1!, and ion-neutral and
neutral-neutral collision cross sectionss in.8310215 cm2

andsnn.4310215 cm2, respectively.
The parameter range where one can expect formatio

dust molecules due to ion shadowing~neutral shadowing is
neglected! is shown in Fig. 3. The particle radiusa and neu-
tral gas pressurep are chosen as variable parameters wh
the value of the ionization fractiona i is fixed ~i.e., ni}p).
We present results fora i51026 and a i51027 which are
typical for rf discharges. The vertical solid lines represent
condition r min&li @Eq. ~25!# which has the forma.acr

}a i
21 (acr.5 mm for a i51026 and acr.50 mm for a i

51027). The inclined solid lines represent the conditio
uUminu*Td @Eq. ~24!# rewritten in the form p.const
3a i

21a25/2 ~where the value of the constant is determin
by t, z, andTi). In the region to the right of the solid line

FIG. 3. Range of neutral gas~Ar! pressurep and microparticle
radiusa where dust molecule formation can be expected due to
ion shadowing effect. The results are presented for two value
the ionization fraction,a i51026 anda i51027. Other parameters
ratio of the electron-to-ion temperaturest5102, dimensionless sur-
face potential of a particlez52.4, and ion temperatureTi53
31022 eV. Vertical solid lines represent the conditionr min,li @Eq.
~25!# while inclined solid lines denote the conditionuUminu.Tn @Eq.
~24!#. For each value ofa i , dust molecule formation can be ex
pected in the region to the right of the solid lines. The gene
limitation of the model applicabilitya!lDi ~linear particle screen-
ing! is indicated by dotted lines.
3-5
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molecule formation might be expected. The dotted lines
Fig. 3 show the general limitation of the approacha!lD
~linear particle screening!, for each value ofa i . The condi-
tion a*lD /Azt, which allows us to neglect elastic ion sca
tering on the particles in the expression for the ion shad
ing force, is well satisfied in the region where dust molec
formation can be expected~it is not shown here for clarity!.

The parameter range where dust molecule formation
possible due to neutral shadowing is shown in Fig. 4. H
the difference of the particle surface temperature and the
temperature,DT,0, and the particle radius are chosen
variable parameters, and the neutral gas pressure is
(p55 Pa). The solid line represents the conditionuUminu
*Td @Eq. ~24!# which in this case has the form2DT/Tn
*const3p21a25/2 ~the value of the constant is a function
t, z, andTi). The conditionr min&li @Eq. ~25!# is not shown
in Fig. 4 since it is much weaker in this range ofa andDT
~and it does not depend onp). Note thatDT is not a fully
independent parameter; its value can be dependent on m
parameters like ion and neutral gas number densities, par
material properties, ion and neutral interaction proper
with the particle surface, etc. Experimentally, it is not cle
even if DT,0 can be obtained in typical low-density ga
discharge experiments. In accordance with condition~17! the

FIG. 4. Range of the temperature difference between the par
surface and the neutral gas~Ar!, DT,0, and the microparticle ra
dius a where dust molecule formation can be expected due to
neutral shadowing effect. Other parameters: ratio of the electron
ion temperaturest5102, dimensionless surface potential of a pa
ticle z52.4, and neutral gas temperatureTn5331022 eV. The
solid line shows the conditionuUminu.Tn @Eq. ~24!# for a neutral gas
pressurep55 Pa. Dust molecule formation can be expected ab
this line, which scales asp21.
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neutral shadowing dominates over the ion shadowing w
uDT/Tnu*1021 ~for a i51026) and uDT/Tnu*1022 ~for a i
51027).

Our results show that in both cases~ion and neutral shad
owing! rather large particles (a*10 mm) are needed for
dust molecule formation. In ground-based experiments, s
particles cannot be levitated in isotropic plasmas~bulk or
presheath regions of discharges!, because the electric field i
insufficient there to balance gravity. Perhaps this is one
the reason why associations of two~or more! particles in the
absence of an external confinement have not been obse
yet. Presumably, experiments under microgravity conditio
will allow us to overcome this problem.

VII. SUMMARY

Long-range (r @lD) interactions between small (a!lD)
charged particles in a plasma have been studied. Three
fects were considered: long-range electrostatic repuls
caused by ion absorption on the particle surface, attrac
due to ion shadowing, and neutral shadowing resulting
attraction or repulsion~depending on the sign of the temper
ture difference between the particle surface and neutral
DT). Analytical expressions for the resulting potential we
obtained and compared with previous results.

Two situations were considered separately:~1! an isotro-
pic bulk plasma where all three effects might be importa
and ~2! the plasma sheath region where long-range elec
static interaction as well as ion shadowing are absent.
both situations characteristics of the total interaction pot
tial and the dependence of the effects on plasma/particle
rameters were determined.

For the sheath region our model results were compa
with recent measurements on the particle pair interact
We showed that neutral shadowing is of minor importan
for the plasma parameters used in these experiments. Th
in agreement with the experimental results which revea
no noticeable deviation from the Coulomb screened poten
up to distances of a few screening lengths@15,17#.

For the bulk~isotropic! plasma the effects of ion and neu
tral shadowing were compared. It was shown that for typi
gas discharge conditions a temperature differenceDT of a
few degrees is sufficient for the neutral shadowing to do
nate over the ion shadowing. For an attractive shadow
interaction the conditions for possible dust molecule form
tion were studied, including experimental constraints a
limitations. It was shown that relatively large particles (a
*10 mm) are needed to verify experimentally the possib
ity of such formation in the usual rf discharge conditions.
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